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Abstract—A synthesis methodology for developing a set of very
high step-up dc–dc converters is presented and discussed in this pa-
per. The proposed method makes use of a boost converter as basic
topology in which three step-up techniques are combined and incor-
porated. The studied techniques are the switched capacitors voltage
multipliers (VM), the diode VMs, and the coupled-inductors. With
the proposed methodology, many well-known converters are identi-
fied and two novel converters are proposed. In addition to a detailed
analysis of the synthesis of each topology, a comparative analysis
among of some important converters is presented. This compari-
son involves aspects such as voltage gain, voltage stress, component
stress factor, component count, and relative cost. By means of these
comparisons, the main characteristics and constraints of the an-
alyzed converters are identified. Results from 250 W prototypes,
designed according to photovoltaic ac-module specifications, are
obtained experimentally to validate the theoretical analyses and
point out advantages and limitations of each converter. The results
demonstrate that the combination of the three studied techniques
provides the best trend off on the comparative analysis carried out
in this work.

Index Terms—Boost converter, coupled-inductor (CI), dc–dc
converter, high voltage gain, voltage multiplier (VM) cells.

NOMENCLATURE

PV Photovoltaic modules.
FC Fuel cells.
N Coupled-inductor turns-

ratio.
DCycle(1,2,...) Duty-cycle.
M Static voltage gain.
B Boost.
SC(S) Super-lift charge pump.
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SC(D) Dickson charge pump.
SC(F ) Fibonacci charge pump.
BSC(S ) , BSC(D ) , Boost converter with
BSC(F ) [SC(S), SC(D), or SC(F )].
SO Stacked outputs.
CO Cascaded outputs.
PO Parallel outputs.
BCISO , BCICO , Coupled-inductor boost
BCIPO converter with (SO, CO, or

PO).
VM Voltage multiplier.
BCIVM

SO , BCIVM
CO , Coupled-inductor VM

BCIVM
PO boost converter with (SO,

CO, or PO).
BCISC(S )

SO , BCISC(S )
CO , Coupled-inductor SC(S)

BCISC(S )
PO boost converter with (SO,

CO, or PO).
BCISC(F )

SO , BCISC(F )
CO , Coupled-inductor SC(F )

BCISC(F )
PO boost converter with (SO,

CO, or PO).
BCISC(D )

SO , BCISC(D )
CO , Coupled-inductor SC(D)

BCISC(D )
PO boost converter with (SO,

CO, or PO).
BCISC(S )+VM

SO , BCISC(S )+VM
CO , Coupled-inductor VM +

SC(S) boost converter with
BCISC(S )+VM

PO (SO, CO, or PO).

BCISC(F )+VM
SO , BCISC(F )+VM

CO , Coupled-inductor VM +
SC(F ) boost converter with

BCISC(F )+VM
PO (SO, CO, or PO).

BCISC(D )+VM
SO , BCISC(D )+VM

CO , Coupled-inductor VM +
SC(D) boost converter with

BCISC(D )+VM
PO (SO, CO, or PO).

BCISC(F )+VM
SO , BCISC(F )+VM

CO , Coupled-inductor SC(F ) +
VM boost converter with

BCISC(F )+VM
PO (SO, CO, or PO).

I. INTRODUCTION

H IGH-VOLTAGE step-up dc–dc converters have been
emerging in various low power single-phase applications

[1], [2]. For the renewable power industry, the high-voltage
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conversion ratio is of prime concern since PV modules and FC
provide very low voltages compared to grid utility patterns [3].
The boost converter is a standard step-up nonisolated converter.
Ideally, it can obtain high output voltage levels by simply
increasing its switch duty-cycle. Nevertheless, this converter
presents excessive conduction losses at extreme duty-cycles,
which not only degrade the converter efficiency but tends to in-
crease the voltage drops across the converter components, which
in turn, also limit the maximum attainable voltage gain [4].

In order to overcome the limitations of ordinary step-up con-
verters (boost, buckboost, etc.) imposed by extremely high duty-
cycles, many circuit modifications and techniques have been
proposed in the literature to increase their voltage gain [5]–[8].

Two winding magnetic devices are the simplest method to
transfer an alternate voltage from a pair of terminals of a circuit
to another with the advantage of voltage adjustment by means
of the winding turns-ratio. This method is used in transformer-
based dc–dc converters (such as full-bridge, forward, etc. [5]–
[8]) and in coupled-inductor (CI) dc–dc converters (flyback,
SEPIC, etc. [9]). In cases where isolation is not required, tapped
inductors can also provide high-voltage conversion ratios [10]–
[13]. On the other hand, even in nonisolated topologies, the
coupled-inductor (CI) windings can be separated and connected
in circuits that are far apart from each other [14]–[28]. In this
way, Dreher et al. [25] analyzes the use of CIs to merge two
dc–dc converters in order to sum their individual Ms. On the
other hand, a high CI turns ratio often results in an increase of
parasitic leakage inductances. It must be taken into account that
large leakage inductances lead to additional undesired stored en-
ergy, which results in voltage spikes across the semiconductors
and reduction of system efficiency [26], in addition to voltage
and current ringing that degrades converter electromagnetic in-
terference performance.

Because the use of high turns ratio transformers and CIs
to achieve voltage adjustment is limited by the large leakage
inductances and parasitic capacitances of the magnetic devices,
VM circuits (Greinacher [29], Cockcroft–Walton [30], etc.) are
a common alternative to attain high voltages. The VM circuit is
applied to dc–dc converters in several ways, the most usual being
the replacement of the converter output rectifier by the diode-
capacitor VM [31]–[44]. Another approach using a VM is to
replace a middle section capacitive buffer of the dc–dc converter
structure by a diode-capacitor VM [45], [46]. In both of these
approaches, the VM circuit must be driven by an alternative
voltage which is able to polarize directly and reversely the diodes
in the ladder structure of the multiplier circuit, transferring the
input voltage across the capacitors. High-voltage conversion
ratios are achieved by increasing the number of VM cells. This
may lead to higher voltage rating diodes and capacitors. The
large component count also increases the cost and complexity
of the converters.

A more concise arrangement for VM cells does not require an
alternative voltage to drive the diodes. Its operation relies only
on switching action. The switched capacitors (SCs) VM circuits
are well-known in low power analog electronics, such as charge
pump circuits [47]–[49]. For power electronic circuits, SCs are
used in several converter circuits. In order to not increase the

number of active devices, it commonly makes use of a single
active switch and a few passive ones [47]–[54]. In some topolo-
gies, an inductor buffer is used to readily charge the capacitors
of the charge pumping cell. This improved circuit has been pre-
sented as super-lift charge pumping [54]–[56]. This VM method
is also limited by the number of required components and the
complexity associated with the dc/dc converter.

The duality concept has been employed to produce the
switched inductor approach [50], [57]. Regrettably, employing
a number of inductors is more expensive and complex than a
number of capacitors, which limits this technique to very few
switched inductor cells.

Finally, associations of several dc/dc converters in parallel
(interleaved [58]–[64]), stacked (three-level [65]–[68]), or cas-
cade (quadratic [69]–[71]) connection have also been explored.
Another noteworthy technique proposes the use of a Y-source
impedance to provide high voltage gain [72]; however, its design
is very complex.

To sum up, in recent years, there has been growing interest in
high-frequency, high step-up voltage conversion ratio switched
power converters. For this reason, a number of topologies have
been presented promising wide voltage conversion at very high
efficiency. They may make use of CIs, interleaved pulse width
modulation (PWM) cells, VM circuits, SCs, voltage-lift circuits,
and so on.

In order to provide a concise analysis among several high
step-up techniques and topologies, this paper proposes a sim-
ple synthesis approach to generate new families of high step-
up converters. This synthesis methodology can also provide
insight into well-known high-step up techniques and their ap-
plication to converters that have been in use for a long time.
Additionally, a detailed comparison of five selected topologies
is carried out. Among the compared converters, three of them
have already been published in the literature, the CI boost con-
verter with cascaded outputs BCICO {see Fig. 1(a), proposed in
[15]}, the boost converter with Dickson charge pump BSC(D )

{see Fig. 1(b), proposed in [51]}, and the CI VM boost con-
verter with cascaded outputs BCIVM

CO {see Fig. 1(c), proposed
in [20]}. The other two topologies have not been presented
in the literature. They are the CI Dickson charge pump boost
converter with cascaded outputs BCISC(D )

CO [see Fig. 1(d)] and
the CI VM + SC(D) boost converter with cascaded outputs
BCISC(D )+V M

CO [see Fig. 1(e)]. Besides the static voltage gain,
it takes into account some key performance aspects, such as
voltage and current stresses and circuit relative costs.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, a synthe-
sis description about the converters is given. The comparative
theoretical analysis of the converters is presented in Section III.
The comparative results are presented in Section IV. This paper
concludes with a general discussion concerning the pros and
cons of each evaluate topology in Section V.

II. HIGH VOLTAGE GAIN TECHNIQUES APPLIED TO STEP-UP

DC/DC CONVERTERS

To obtain a better understanding of the voltage step-up mech-
anism considered in this study, this section presents the general
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Fig. 1. High step-up dc/dc converters. (a) BCICO [15]. (b) BSC(D ) [51].

(c) BCIVM
CO [20]. (d) BCISC(D )

CO . (e) BCISC(D )+VM
CO .

characteristics of the three most well-known techniques em-
ployed to achieve a high M:

1) voltage adjustment by means of the turns-ratio of the mag-
netic device such as a transformer or a CI;

2) VM circuit; and
3) SC (charge pump) circuit.

A. Coupled-Inductor Voltage Gain Technique (CI)

Contrary to the common belief of many engineers, the CI
differs by far from a two-winding transformer. The CI mag-
netizing inductance does store energy and, for this reason, it
plays the role of an inductive buffer in the ladder structure of a
power converter [73]. Thus, secondary winding can be seen as
a derivation point from an inductive buffer that simply merges
two converter circuits together. According to [73], dc/dc power
converters are comprised by a set of components located in a
well-known distribution that must agree with a set of network
rules and their components are arranged in a ladder structure
that can be grouped into three parts or sections named as fol-
lows, input, middle, and output sections. In [25], it is shown
that replacing an inductor by a coupling inductor provides a
merged topology of its former converter and an isolated one.
The most well-known and studied merged converter is the CI
boost converter [21], [22]. From the analyses carried out in [25],
the isolated output section formed by the secondary winding of
the CI can be associated with the nonisolated output in three
ways, stacked, parallel, and cascade resulting in the BCI con-
verter with stacked outputs [named BCISO , Fig. 2(a)], the BCI
with cascaded outputs [named BCICO , Fig. 2(b)], and the BCI
converter with parallel outputs [named BCIPO , Fig. 2(c)]. The

Fig. 2. Diagrams for some converters employing the coupled-inductor voltage
gain technique. (a) BCISO . (b) BCICO . (c) BCIPO . (d) Multistacked outputs
boost with coupled-inductor. (e) Multicascaded outputs boost with coupled-
inductor.

parallel output association [25] yields more prominent voltage
stresses and thus is not preferred. The stacked and cascade asso-
ciations result in low-voltage stresses and, consequently, permit
the use of low breakdown voltage devices (diodes and MOSFET)
which is advantageous since low resistances can be achieved. M
of the merged topologies from series, parallel, and cascade out-
put associations is given by the sum of each individual converter
static voltage gain. This way, it can be seen that this voltage gain
approach strongly relies on the CI turns-ratio (N). In order to
avoid a high turns-ratio, the secondary winding can be split in
several windings with smaller turns-ratios [see Fig. 2(d) for a
stacked multi-output BCI converter and Fig. 2(e) for a cascaded
multi-output BCI converter].

M for the BCI converters with stacked, cascaded, and parallel
outputs is given by the sum of each individual converter gain,
as presented in Table I. The main advantage of the stacked
and cascade output configurations is that the voltage stress on
semiconductors depends only on each output voltage.

B. Voltage Multiplier (Cockcroft–Walton) Voltage Gain
Technique (VM)

The Cockroft–Walton method of multiplying voltages is com-
monly used to generate high direct voltages. In general, a diode
ladder structure is fed by high-frequency square waves via ca-
pacitors in series (Cockcroft–Walton [29]) or in parallel (Dick-
son [69]). These two approaches result in topologies that present
equivalent voltage gain; however, their output impedances differ
significantly.

A single half-wave (one-phase) VM cell was applied to the
dc/dc switching converters Cúk and Zeta by Luo [45] giving
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TABLE I
STATIC VOLTAGE GAIN

Converters Static Voltage Gain Converters Static Voltage Gain

BCI MN =2 = 1+N D
1−D (1) BCIVM MN =2 , kV M =1 = 1+N (2kV M −D )

1−D (2)

BSC(S ) Mk S C =1 = ( 2−D
1−D )k S C (3) BCISC(S ) Mk S C =1 , N =2 = (1−D )(2−D )k S C +N D (1−D )k S C

(1−D )(k S C + 1 ) (4)

BSC(F ) Mk S F =1 = 1+ k S F
1−D (5) BCISC(F ) M k S F =1 , N =2 = 1+ k S F +N D

1−D (6)

BSC(D ) MkC W =1 = 1+ kC W
1−D (7) BCISC(D ) MkC W =1 , N =2 = (1+ kC W )+N D

1−D (8)

Converters Static Voltage Gain

BCIVM +SC(F ) MN =2 , kV M =1 , k S F =1 = 1+ k S F (1+N D +2kV M N (1−D ))
1−D (9)

BCISC(S )+VM Mk S C =1 , N =2 , kV M =1 = (1−D )(2−D )k S C +N D (1−D )k S C +2kV M N D (1−D )(k S C + 1 )

(1−D )(k S C + 1 ) (10)

BCISC(F )+VM Mk S F =1 , N =2 , kV M =1 = 1+ k S F +N D +2kV M N (1−D )
1−D (11)

BCISC(D )+VM M kC W =1 , N =2 , kV M =1 = (1+ kC W )+N D +2kV M N (1−D )
1−D (12)

Fig. 3. Diagrams for some converters employing coupled-inductor and a volt-
age multiplier cell. (a) BCIVM

SO . (b) BCIVM
CO . (c) BCIVM

PO . (d) General voltage
multiplier cell.

rise to the so called self-lift converters. Nevertheless, the static
voltage gain of these converters is equal to the boost voltage
gain; thus, one can point out that the main advantage of the Cúk
and Zeta self-lift converters compared to the boost converter is
that their output current presents a small ripple. This way, as long
as this paper aims to deal with high voltage gain topologies, only
the boost derived converters will be discussed in the following
analyses.

On the other hand, the use of a two-phase drive (full-wave)
for alternate modes of the diode ladder improves VM perfor-
mance [75], [76]. Fig. 3 shows a two-phase driven single-cell
Cockcroft–Walton VM that has been applied to the secondary
winding of CIs of the three type BCI converters [32], yielding the
stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs VM CI boost converter
configurations. These configurations are named CI VM boost
converter with stacked outputs BCIVM

SO [see Fig. 3(a)], CI VM
boost converter with cascaded outputs BCIVM

CO [see Fig. 3(b)],

Fig. 4. Diagrams of some converters employing switched capacitor cells.
(a) BSC(S ) . (b) BSC(F ) . (c) BSC(D ) .

and CI VM boost converter with parallel outputs BCIVM
PO [see

Fig. 3(c)]respectively. The static voltage gain for the stacked,
cascaded, and parallel outputs VM BCI converters is presented
in Table I.

C. Switched Capacitor (Charge Pump) Voltage Gain
Technique (SC)

The SC VM originated from Cockcroft–Walton circuit by
using serial capacitor ladders [30]. In order to increase the max-
imum attainable voltage gain, a different control of the switches
that provide alternately switching the state from in-serial to
in-parallel and vice-versa, for the adjacent capacitors was in-
troduced [71]. The resultant achieved voltage gain of the VM
circuit is defined by the Fibonacci series and depends on the
number of the switching capacitor multiplying cells. This tech-
nique has been applied to the boost converter in [54] and [51].
Fig. 4 shows the three possible SC and its respective boost con-
verters, resulting in the boost converter with super-lift charge
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Fig. 5. Diagrams of the charge pump cells and coupled-inductor voltage gain techniques. (a) BCISC(S )
SO . (b) BCISC(S )

CO . (c) BCISC(S )
PO . (d) BCISC(F )

SO .

(e) BCISC(F )
CO . (f) BCISC(F )

PO . (g) BCISC(D )
SO . (h) BCISC(D )

CO . (i) BCISO(D )
PO .

pump, named BSC (S ) [see Fig. 4(a)]; the boost converter with
Fibonacci charge pump, named BSC (F ) [see Fig. 4(b)], and the
boost converter with Fibonacci charge pump, named BSC (D )

[see Fig. 4(c)]. It can be seen that Dickson and Fibonacci charge
pumps consist only of switches and capacitors. This way, they
can be more easily extended. On the contrary, the super-lift cell,
although resembling the other SC charge pumps, requires an
inductor to provide the capacitor charge [76]. Hence, it is more
expensive to extend it than in charge pumps that consist of only
capacitors and diodes. The static voltage gain for the super-lift,
Fibonacci, and Dickson charge pumps is presented in Table I.

To improve the boost converter static voltage gain, the three
abovementioned SC techniques can be combined with the CI
concept. Fig. 5(a)–(c) shows a super-lift charge pump asso-
ciated with stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs of BCI
converters, respectively. These topologies are, respectively,
named BCISC(S )

SO , BCISC(S )
CO , and BCISC(S )

PO . In the same way,
a Fibonacci charge pump associated with stacked, cascaded,
and parallel outputs of BCI converters form the configura-
tions BCISC(F )

SO [see Fig. 5(d)], BCISC(F )
CO [see Fig. 5(e)], and

BCISC(F )
PO [see Fig. 5(f)].

Analogously, Fig. 5(g)–(i) shows a Dickson charge pump as-
sociated with stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs of CI boost
converter. These topologies are named BCISC(D )

SO , BCISC(D )
CO ,

and BCISC(D )
PO , respectively. The voltage conversion ratio for the

charge pump cells with stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs
CI boost converters is presented in Table I.

To further improve the boost converter M, a third technique
can be incorporated. Fig. 6(a)–(c) shows a super-lift charge
pump associated with stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs of
VM BCI converters, respectively. These topologies are named
BCISC(S )+VM

SO , BCISC(S )+VM
CO , and BCISC(S )+VM

PO . Likewise,
Fig. 6(d)–(f) shows a Fibonacci charge pump associated with
stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs of VM BCI converters,
respectively. These topologies are referred to as BCISC(F )+VM

SO ,

BCISC(F )+VM
C O , and BCISC(F )+VM

PO . Similarly, Fig. 6(g)–(i)
shows a Dickson charge pump associated with stacked, cas-
caded, and parallel outputs of VM BCI converter, respectively.
These topologies are named BCISC(D )+VM

SO , BCISC(D )+VM
CO ,

and BCISC(D )+VM
PO . M for the SC with stacked, cascaded, and

parallel outputs VM BCI converters is presented in Table I.
On the other hand, an SC Fibonacci charge pump can be as-

sociated with the stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs of VM
BCI converters configurations, resulting in the configurations
BCISC(F )+VM

CO [see Fig. 7(a)], BCISC(F )+VM
SO [see Fig. 7(b)],

and BCISC(F )+VM
PO [see Fig. 7(c)], respectively. The static volt-

age gain for stacked, cascaded, and parallel outputs VM CI boost
converters with a Fibonacci charge pump is shown in Table I.

Aiming to summarize all topologies discussed in this section,
Fig. 8 shows a diagram of the voltage step-up techniques and
their combinations. It is worth noting that the diagram is lim-
ited to two- and three-technique combinations; however, more
techniques can be combined. The more the techniques used, the
more complex the circuit becomes and thus, prior to including
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Fig. 6. Diagrams of the charge pump cells and coupled-inductor with voltage doubler cell. (a) BCISC(S )+VM
SO . (b) BCISC(S )+VM

SC . (c) BCISC(S )+VM
PO .

(d) BCISC(F )+FM
SO . (e) BCISC(F )+VM

CO . (f) BCISO(F )+VM
PO . (g) BCISC(D )+VM

SO . (h) BCISC(D )+VM
CO . (i) BCISC(D )+VM

PO .

Fig. 7. Diagrams of some converters employing switched capacitor cells with voltage doubler boost. (a) BCISC(F )+VM
CO . (b) BCISC(F )+VM

SO .

(c) BCISC(F )+VM
PO .

a new technique to a given circuit, the benefits and disadvan-
tages should be analyzed. Alternatively, a single technique can
be extended, i.e., a VM [VM(h) or VM(f)] can be extended to a
voltage tripler or quadrupler, and so on. In the same way, charge
pumps can also be extended. The CI approach does not require
circuit modifications as long as the turns-ratio can simply as-
sume different values to enhance the converter M. Nevertheless,
voltage stresses on semiconductors can be minimized when the
secondary winding is split in more parts.

Aiming to provide a general analysis of the static voltage
gain of the converters mentioned in Fig. 8, Table I presents all
equations for them, where kD and kVM are the number of cells
for the VM circuits (half-wave and full-wave); kCW , kSC , and
kSF are the number of SC cells; and N is the CI turns-ratio.

In order to provide the numerical solution for the equa-
tions presented in Table I, these parameters are chosen as
N = kD = 2 and kVM = kSF = kSC = kCW = 1. Fig. 9 shows
the results for the static voltage gain for all techniques evaluated.
It can be seen that the smallest voltage gain attained is for BCI
(black solid line), followed by the converters with the BSC(S )

converter. Topologies BSC(D ) and BSC(F) have a major positive
inclination, which makes them advantageous amongst the other
first configurations for duty-cycles higher than 0.5. As it was ex-
pected, the second configurations provide improvement to the
voltage gain, achieving higher values when compared with their
first counterparts.

The highest gain attained among second configuration is
BCISC(D ) and BCISC(F ) for duty-cycle values below 0.75. In
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Fig. 8. Derivation of the high-voltage step-up topologies flowchart.

Fig. 9. Static voltage gain versus duty-cycle for configurations.

the same way, third configurations provide higher voltage gains,
being the highest for BCISC(D ) + V M and BCISC(F ) + VM . It
means that all these configurations can be seen as candidates
to yield the best topology. It will depend on further analysis of
other criteria to point out which one is more advantageous.

III. THEORETICAL COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

A comparative analysis is carried out among all converters
shown in Fig. 1. In this analysis, the principle of operation, static
voltage gain, voltage stress on components, component stress
factor (CSF), component count, and relative cost are addressed.

In order to simplify the following analysis, the assumptions
are shown as follows:

1) All power devices are ideal;

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF THE OPERATION MODE OF CONVERTERS

Converters Semiconductors

S D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 Do

BCICO ON OFF – – – – OFF
OFF ON – – – – ON

BSC(D ) ON OFF ON OFF – – OFF
OFF ON OFF ON – – ON

BCIVM
CO ON OFF – – ON ON OFF

OFF ON – – OFF OFF ON

BCISC(D )
CO ON OFF ON OFF – – OFF

OFF ON OFF ON – – ON

BCISC(D )+VM
CO ON OFF ON OFF ON ON OFF

OFF ON OFF ON OFF OFF ON

2) Capacitors C1 − Co are large enough to consider that their
voltages are constant during one switching period.

3) The turns ratio N of the CI is equal to N2/N1 ; and
4) All converters operate in a continuous conduction mode

(CCM).

A. Principle of Operation

One of the main characteristics of the principle of operation
of the topology is that all have two operation stages. In the first
stage, the switch S is turned ON and the inductor L of the CI is
magnetized. In the second stage, the switch S is turned OFF and
CI is demagnetized. Table II summarizes the operation stages
of all converters. Fig. 10 depicts their key waveforms.

B. Static Voltage Gain Versus Duty-Cycle

The static voltage gain of the converters can be found by
applying a volt-second balance on the inductor of each con-
verter, yielding the expressions shown in Table I. Solving the
expressions (1), (7), (2), (8), and (12) for the duty-cycle, it
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Fig. 10. Key waveforms of converters.

TABLE III
DUTY-CYCLE FOR THE CONVERTERS ANALYZED

Converters Duty-cycle

BCICO D Cycle1 = M −1
M +N (25)

BSC(D ) D Cycle2 = M −(1+ kC W )
M (26)

BCIVM
CO D Cycle3 = M −(1+2kV M N )

M +N −2kV M N (27)

BCISC(D )
CO D Cycle4 = M −(1+ kC W )

M +N (28)

BCISC(D )+VM
CO D Cycle5 = M −(1+ kC W +2kV M N )

M +N −2kV M N (29)

can be seen that the duty-cycle definition differs for topologies
BCICO , BSC(D ) , BCIVM

CO , BCISC(D )
CO , and BCISC(D )+V M

CO (see
Table III). It can be noted that the duty-cycle reduces by the
increment of the parameters N, kCW , and kVM . Hence, in or-
der to adjust the duty-cycle to a small value, N from topology
BCICO must be a high value, which may enlarge the CI leak-
age inductance and associated losses. Likewise, to minimize the
duty-cycle in topology BSC(D ) , the number of VM cells (kCW )
must be increased, resulting in higher costs and losses as the
number of semiconductor devices increases. On the other hand,
topologies BCIVM

CO and BCISC(D )
CO count on two techniques to

achieve a low duty-cycle, which means that both parameters can
share the task and, consequently, a better tradeoff between losses
saving, cost, and complexity should be achieved. In the same
way, topology BCISC(D )+V M

CO can count on the three techniques
to minimize the duty-cycle in a more cost-effective manner. The
reduction of the duty-cycle is of prime concern to reduce power
stresses and losses as will be detailed in the following sections.

Aiming to provide a quantitative example for the
following analyses, by choosing the parameters as
M = 10, N = 2, kVM = 1, and kCW = 1, the duty-cycle
of each converter of the comparison has been computed as
DCycle1 = 0.75, DCycle2 = 0.8, DCycle3 = 0.625, DCycle4 =
0.667, DCycle5 = 0.5, in comparison to the boost converter
whose duty-cycle would be Dboost = 0.9.

TABLE IV
CONVERTERS SPECIFICATIONS

Specification Value

Output Power Po 250 W
Input Voltage Vi 25 V
Output Voltage Vo 250 V
Static Voltage Gain M 10
Switching Frequency fs 50 kHz

C. Component Stress Factor

The previous sections described different topologies to
achieve a high-voltage conversion ratio (M). It has been shown
that for the same M , their operating duty-cycles are also distinct.
Thus, in order to address the actual benefits acheived with each
high-voltage technique, the CSF is evaluated. The CSF analy-
sis provides numerical scores for each component type in each
topology for a specific set of operation conditions, allowing an
apples-to-apples comparison of topologies [79], [80]. In order to
compute the voltage stress factor, a set of specifications that de-
fine an operating point from an actual application are presented
in Table IV. The electrical specifications are based on an or-
dinary ac-module application considering the requirements for
the solar panel (for instance the Kyocera KD250GH-4FB2) and
the grid (127 V). It is worth to note that a 50 kHz switching fre-
quency has been chosen for all evaluated topologies to ensure a
good trade-off between power density (>text0.2W/cm3) and
efficiency (>96%). On the other hand, instead of optimizing
each converter for its critical operating frequency (as proposed
by [81]), the same frequency is used for all converters to ensure
that they will use semiconductors of the same technology.

In the following analyses, for semiconductors, switches, and
diodes, the total CSFs SS CSF and SD CSF are expressed, re-
spectively, by

Total SS CSF =
∑

Switch

SS CSFi (13)

Total SD CSF =
∑

Diodes

SD CSFi . (14)

Concerning inductors and CIs, the total winding CSF (WCSF)
is given by

Total WCSF =
∑

Windings

WCSFi . (15)

In addition, the total capacitor CSF (CCSF) is given by

Total CCSF =
∑

Capacitors

CCSFi . (16)

Assuming the operating conditions specified in Table V, the
CSF is calculated for all components, providing the Total CSF
for each converter.

Fig. 11(a) shows the results for the total CSF of each topology
from the comparative analysis and the boost converter. It can be
seen that besides being a simpler topology, the boost converter
presents the highest stress factor, reaching a value of 110. The
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TABLE V
CONVERTER OPERATING CONDITIONS AND SPECIFICATIONS

Converter Parameters

DCycle Inductors Capacitors Switches Diodes

BCICO 0.75 L: 100 μH (77 083∗)
Rdc : 112 mΩ

C2 : 9 μF (0.15 Ω)
Co : 18 μF (0.15 Ω)

IRFP250N 200 V/ 30 A (0.075
Ω, 650 pF) (82 ns, 102 ns)

0.95 °C/W

STPSC4H065 650 V/4 A
(0.61 Ω) 1.8 °C/W

BSC(D ) 0.8 L: 100 μH (77 083∗)
Rdc : 112 mΩ

C1 ,2 ,3 : 9 μF (0.15 Ω) IRFP250N 200 V/ 30 A
(0.075 Ω, 650 pF) (82 ns, 102 ns)

0.95 °C/W

STPSC4H065 650 V/4 A
(0.61 Ω) 1.8 °C/W

BCIVM
CO 0.625 L: 100 μH (77 083∗)

Rdc : 112 mΩ
C1 ,2 ,3 : 7.6 μF (0.15 Ω)
Ca ,b : 1.5 μF (0.15 Ω)
Co : 3.3 μF (0.15 Ω)

IRFP250N 200 V/30 A (0.075 Ω,
650 pF) (82 ns, 102 ns)

0.95 °C/W

STPSC4H065 650 V/4 A
(0.61 Ω) 1.8 °C/W

BCISC(D )
CO 0.667 L: 100 μH (77 083∗)

Rdc : 112 mΩ
C1 ,2 ,3 : 7.6 μF (0.15 Ω)

Co : 3.3 μF (0.15 Ω)
IRFP150N 100 V/ 42 A (0.015 Ω,
450 pF) (66 ns, 96 ns) 0.95 °C/W

MBR20200CT 200 V/20 A
(0.22 Ω) 2.0 °C/W

BCISC(D )+VM
CO 0.5 L: 100 μH (77 083∗)

Rdc : 112 mΩ
C1 ,2 ,3 : 7.6 μF (0.15 Ω)
Ca ,b : 1.5 μF (0.15 Ω)
Co : 3.3 μF (0.15 Ω)

IRFP150N 100 V/ 42 A (0.015 Ω,
450 pF) (66 ns, 96 ns) 0.95 °C/W

MBR20200CT 200 V/20 A
(0.22 Ω) 2.0 °C/W

Fig. 11. Diagrams for the component stress factor. (a) Total component stress
factor by a converter. (b) Boost, BCICO and BSC(D ) converters. (c) BCIVM

CO ,

BCISC(D )
CO , and BCISC(D )+VM

CO converters.

adoption of a single voltage step-up technique is provided by
topologies BCICO and BSC(D ) that achieve 25.12 and 43.67,
respectively. From Fig. 11(b), it can be seen that stresses on
the switch (Total SSCSF) are reduced expressively for BCICO
and BSC(D ) , the latter being higher than the former. This can be
explained by the fact that in topology BSC(F ) , the SC discharges
through the switch while in BCICO , no additional current passes
through the switch. On the other hand, capacitor (total SCCSF)
and diode (total SD CSF) stresses are lower in topology BSC(D ) .
The magnetic device winding stresses also increase in BCICO
and BSC(D ) converters. The inclusion of two voltage step-up
techniques is evaluated by topologies BCIVM

CO and BCISC(D )
CO

that achieve total CSF factors of 14.70 and 15.89, respectively,
which still represent a significant reduction. Fig. 11(c) points
out that stresses on the switch (total SS CSF) are continuously
reduced, reaching a minimum value for BCISC(D )+V M

CO . The

minimum stress on diodes is also obtained for BCISC(D )+V M
CO .

The winding stress factor is the same for BCIVM
CO and BCISC(D )

CO ;

however, the capacitor stress factor is smaller for BCISC(D )
CO .

D. Current and Voltage Stress on Semiconductor Components

In this section, the current and voltage stresses across the
semiconductor devices are evaluated. The current and voltage
stresses on the semiconductors and the total stress voltage factor
for switch and diodes are expressed in Table VI.

The total current stress on the switch (TCS S) and the total
current stress on the diodes (TCD S) are the sum of the stresses
across each switch and each of the converter diodes [82]. They
are calculated, respectively, by

TCS S =
Sn∑

S1

SCS (17)

TCD S =
Dn∑

D1

SCD . (18)
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TABLE VI
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE STRESSES ACROSS SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

Converter Switch Diodes D1 ,
D2 D3 , and Do

Diodes Dof , D4 ,
and D5

TCS S TCD S Switch Diodes D1 ,
D2 D3 , and Do

Diodes Dof , D4 ,
and D5

TVS S TVD S

Current stresses Voltage stresses

Boost (36) – (38) 0.95Ii 0.32Ii
1

1−D b o o s t
Vi – 1

1−D b o o s t
Vi 10Vi 10Vi

BCICO – 0.87Ii 0.75Ii
1

1−D C y c le 1
Vi – N

1−D C y c le 1
Vi 4Vi 8Vi

BSC(D ) (38) 0.90Ii 0.45Ii
1

1−D C y c le 2
Vi

1
1−D C y c le 2

Vi
1

1−D C y c le 2
Vi 5Vi 15Vi

BCIVM
CO – 0.79Ii 1.22Ii

1
1−D C y c le 3

Vi – N
1−D C y c le 3

Vi 2.67Vi 18.65Vi

BCISC(D )
CO (38) 0.82Ii 0.87Ii

1
1−D C y c l e 4

Vi
1

1−D C y c l e 4
Vi

N
1−D C y c l e 4

Vi 3Vi 15Vi

BCISC(D )+VM
CO (38) 0.74Ii 1.30Ii

1
1−D C y c le 5

Vi
1

1−D C y c le 5
Vi

N
1−D C y c le 5

Vi 2Vi 18Vi

It can be seen that the current stress across the switch S is
a function of the converter input current (Ii) and duty-cycle.
Hence, since the duty-cycle is defined in Table III for each
converter, it can be observed that it will be smaller for the
smaller duty-cycle. This way, a decrease of current stress may
result in a reduction on their conduction losses.

The total voltage stress on the switch (TVS S) and the total
voltage stress on the diodes (TVD S) are the sum of the stresses
across each switch and each of the converter diodes [82]. They
are calculated, respectively, by

TVS S =
Sn∑

S1

SVS (19)

TVD S =
Dn∑

D1

SVD (20)

where SVS and SVD are the voltage stress on the switch and
diodes, respectively, S switch, D diodes, and 1 . . . n number of
components.

It can be seen that the voltage stress across the switch S is
a function of the converter input voltage (Vi) and duty-cycle.
Hence, since the duty-cycle is defined in Table III for each
converter, it can be observed that it will be smaller for the smaller
duty-cycle. In other words, the inclusions of voltage step-up
techniques reduce the converter duty-cycle and, consequently,
the switch stresses are also reduced. This feature is important for
MOSFET technology as long as the ON state resistance of these
transistors is proportional to their breakdown voltage.

Finally, the current stress on the inductor L is given by (41)
for simple inductor converters, and can also be approximate by
it for all CI topologies. It can be observed that it is a function of
the input current (Ii = Pi/Vi), the input voltage Vi , inductance
L, switching frequency fs , and duty-cycle. This way, as long as
inductance L is designed by a specific current ripple, keeping all
operating specifications identical for all evaluated topologies,
the current stress will be exactly the same.

Conversely, the voltage stress across the capacitors of each
topology can be computed by (44). It can be seen that it is
identical to the voltage stress of its neighbor diode, according
to Table III.

E. Converter Estimated Losses and Efficiencies

The component stresses were evaluated in the previous sec-
tions, showing that the reduction in duty-cycle provides lower
stresses. In this section, the main loss mechanisms for the topolo-
gies in analysis are evaluated in order to verify the effectiveness
of the inclusion of step-up voltage techniques in the reduction
of converter losses and, consequently, the improvement of con-
verter efficiency.

It is assumed that all topologies will operate under the specifi-
cations presented in Table IV. Hence, the converters’ active and
passive components are designed according to ordinary switch-
ing power supply design methodologies, such as those described
in power electronics text books (for instance [81]). Taking into
account that the topologies operate in CCM and applying the
abovementioned reference design, the values for all components
of each converter are also summarized in Table V. Electric cur-
rent and voltage variables of the converters were obtained using
PSIM simulation software. The switching losses are obtained
considering the switching behavior with piecewise linear ap-
proximations and, thus applying the simple integral equation
of device voltage and current variables during the switching
intervals as

PSw = 0.5fsVs [Is (toff + ton) + Coss ] (21)

where ton and toff were estimated by the rise and fall times
provided in the device manufacture datasheet. Additionally, the
turn-ON capacitive losses are included as long as this loss mech-
anism is significant to MOS gate devices.

Semiconductor conduction losses can be separated into
switch ON-state losses (27) and diode conduction losses (28)

PScon = IS rms
2RDS(on) (22)

where IS r ms is the switch root mean square (rms) current and
RDS(on) is the MOSFET ON-state resistance obtained from de-
vice static characteristics provided by manufacture datasheet
information

PD =
K∑

k=1

ID rms(k)
2rD (k) (23)

where ID rms is the rms current and rD is the conduction re-
sistance of the kth converter diode. Resistance rD is calculated
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Fig. 12. Power converter loss distribution and efficiencies. (a) Boost.

(b) BCICO . (c) BSC(D ) . (d) BCIVM
CO . (e) BCISC(D )

CO . (f) BCISC(D )+VM
CO .

from diode static characteristics given by the manufacture
datasheet.

As long as the copper wire diameters obey the limits imposed
by the skin effect, magnetic device losses for inductors and CIs
can be categorized into copper and core losses, as suggested
by expression (29). Additionally, the leakage inductance of CIs
that are effectively in series with a switching element lose their
stored energy when the switch turns OFF. This energy must be
added as an additional inductor loss if no circuit technique is
used to recycle the energy

PL =
J∑

j=1

rL(j )ILrms(j )
2 +

H∑

h

(
aBpk(h)

bfs
c
)
Ae(h) le(h)

+
1
2
fsLkILpeak

2 (24)

where ILrms is the rms current of the jth magnetic device wind-
ing; Bpk is the ac magnetic flux density for the hth magnetic
device core; and le is the core medium path length MPL and Ae

is the transversal core area, both given in the manufacture core
information [83]. Eq. (25)–(29) are shown in the Table III.

Finally, capacitor losses can be regarded as the power dis-
sipated due to their equivalent series resistance (ESR). These
losses can be summarized as

PC =
G∑

g=1

IC rms(g)
2ESR(g) (30)

where IC rms is the rms current and ESR the measured resistance
of the gth capacitor.

Total estimated losses and their distribution, for all evaluated
converters, are shown in Fig. 12.

The estimated efficiency is given by

η = Po/(Po + (Pscon + PSw + PD + PL + PC )). (31)

From Fig. 12(a), it can be noted that in the boost converter, the
higher duty-cycle value of 0.9 yields large losses on the switch
and inductor, with losses reaching 205 W and an estimated

efficiency of only 54.95%. Fig. 12(b) shows that the losses on
switch and inductor are greatly reduced with the inclusion of
the CI. However, the duty-cycle reduction is accompanied by
an increase in diode and capacitor losses. However, in general,
the losses for BCICO are 18.43 W, with an estimated efficiency
of 93.13%. When the CI is replaced by the VM (BSC(D )),
inductor losses are more prominent and the total losses are
51.40 W, giving an efficiency of 82.95%, showing that the CI is
more effective than the VM alone. In Fig. 12(d), the breakdown
losses of converter BCIVM

CO show that switch and inductor
losses can be further reduced with the inclusion of two voltage
step-up techniques. With this approach, the total losses reach
15.12 W with an estimated efficiency of 94.30%. Analogously,
Fig. 12(e) shows that converter BCISC(D )

CO yields a total of
19.76 W of losses and an efficiency of 92.67%. The major
losses on the switch are caused by the capacitor’s high charging
currents. Finally, in Fig. 12(f), converter BCISC(D )+V M

CO
presents a reduction of the inductor losses since the leakage
energy is recycled by the secondary winding VM. This way,
even though capacitor losses increase, the total losses are
smaller for this topology, with 8.86 W of losses and efficiency
of 96.58% achieved. It can also be noted that losses are more
equally distributed when compared to other converters.

F. Component Count and Relative Cost

As demonstrated in the previous sections, the inclusion of
one, two, and three voltage step-up techniques improved the
performance of the converters. However, there are drawbacks
since each voltage step-up technique relies on the addition of
some passive circuit components such as, capacitors, inductors,
and diodes. In order to measure this disadvantage, Fig. 13(a)
shows a comparison of the component count of the converters.
As can be seen, the boost and BCICO converter have the smallest
number of components while the BCISC (D )+V M

C O converter has
the largest component count.

The ratings of electrical device cost are dictated by various
agreements and regulations. The continuous current rating and
the voltage rating are directly used to design the eletrical device,
so the relative cost can be estimated.

The relative cost of the switch is

CRS =
IS VS

IS bVS b
100 (32)

where IS is the switch current rating, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; VS is the switch voltage rating, which is
the maximum voltage given in Appendix A; IS b is the switch
current rating of the boost converter, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; and VS b is the switch voltage rating of
the boost converter, which is the maximum voltage given in
Appendix A.

The relative cost of the diodes is

CRD =
ID VD

ID bVD b
100 (33)

where ID is the diode current rating, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; VD is the switch voltage rating, which is
the maximum voltage given in Appendix A; ID b is the diode
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Fig. 13. Value (a) Component count. (b) Relative cost (% and US$).

current rating of the boost converter, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; and VD b is the diode voltage rating of
the boost converter, which is the maximum voltage given in
Appendix A.

The relative cost of the inductor

CRL =
ILVL

IL bVL b
100 (34)

where IL is the inductor current rating, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; VL is the switch voltage rating, which is
the rms voltage of the inductor VL rms = Vi√

1−D
; IL b is the diode

current rating of the boost converter, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; VL b is the diode voltage rating of the
boost converter, which is the rms voltage of the inductor.

The relative cost of the capacitors is

CRC =
IC VC

IC bVC b
100 (35)

where IC is the capacitor current rating, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; VC is the capacitor voltage rating, which is
the maximum voltage given in Appendix A; IC b is the capacitor
current rating of the boost converter, which is the rms current
given in Appendix A; VC b is the capacitor voltage rating of
the boost converter, which is the maximum voltage given in
Appendix A.

In order to establish a cost to the boost converter prototype,
the price of the boost components has been evaluated as follows
[84]. The MOSFET IRFP450PBF and the diode STPSC4H065B
have been choosen and thier cost is US$2.78 and US$1.61, re-
spectively. The toroidal magnetic core 597700 from Magnetics
and the electrolytic capacitor C4A THBW4900A3LJ have been

chosen to implement the inductor and the output capacitor and
thier cost is US$1.91 and US$8.69, repectively. For all other
materials and components, a factor of 50% of the components
mentioned above has been used. This way, the cost for the
other prototypes also has been evaluated using the relative cost
percentual, as can be seen in Fig. 14(b).

Based on these variables together with the parameters pre-
sented in Table V, Fig. 13(b) shows the relative device cost of
each converter. It can be observed that the converter cost is lower
than those of the other converters, which is an important feature
for manufacturing large-scale production.

Table VII shows a summary of the main characteristics from
all converters discussed in this section. The converters are
graded as the best, in-between, and worst. Hence, one can easily
address the better performance just by algebraically summing
the occurrences of “best” and “worst” for each topology. It can
be verified that topology presents better performance for the
single PV module dc/dc converter application analyzed in this
work. For other applications, or even different electric specifi-
cations, the results may vary and, thus, the performance may
change from those presented in Table VII.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In order to verify the effectiveness of the converters shown
in Fig. 1, five 250 W prototypes for BCICO , BSC(D ) , BCIVM

CO ,
BCISC(D )

CO , and BCISC(D )+V M
CO converters were built in the lab.

The main components and parameters of the prototypes are sum-
marized in Table IV. Besides the converter hardware, the addi-
tional specifications for the set-up are the input voltage source
E4360A from Agilent; electronic load 3252 A from PRODIGIT;
and PWM generator DSP TMS320F28335 from TI. The mea-
surement equipment included the oscilloscope Tektronix Encore
MD03000 and the power meter Yokogawa WT1800.

Fig. 14 shows the following waveforms for the five proto-
types: PWM control signal at MOSFET gate–source terminals
Vgs (upper trace), output voltage Vo (middle-upper trace), ca-
pacitor C2 voltage VC 2 (middle-lower trace), and input voltage
Vi (lower trace). From Fig. 15(a), it can be seen that, for the
prototype of the BCICO converter, for an input voltage of 25 V
and a duty-cycle of approximately 0.75, the voltage across C2
reaches 100 V while the output voltage reaches 250 V, confirm-
ing the designed voltage gain equal to 10. Fig. 14(b) shows that,
for the same voltage gain in the prototype of the BSC(D ) con-
verter, the voltage across C2 reaches 125 V at a duty-cycle of
0.8. On the other hand, Fig. 14(c) shows that the BCIVM

CO proto-
type has a reduction of the voltage across C2 , achieving 67 V as
well as a duty-cycle reduction (D = 0.625). From Fig. 14(d), it
can be seen that for the BCISC(D )

CO prototype, the voltage across
C2 increases slightly, reaching 75 V at a duty-cycle of 0.667.
Finally, Fig. 14(e), for the BCISC(D )+V M

CO prototype, shows that
the voltage across C2 reaches only 50 V at a duty-cycle of 0.5.

In order to assess the voltage stress on the semiconductor,
Fig. 15 shows the following waveforms: a PWM control sig-
nal at MOSFET gate–source terminals Vgs (upper trace), voltage
across the MOSFET drain–source terminals (middle-upper trace),
voltage across anode–cathode terminals of diode Dof � VDof
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Fig. 14. Waveforms of Vgs , Vo , VC 2 , Vi for (a) BCICO , (b) BSC(D ) , (c) BCIVM
CO , (d) BCISC(D )

CO , and (e) BCISC(D )+VM
CO .

TABLE VII
SUMMARY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE EVALUATED CONVERTERS

Converters Features

Static Voltage Gain CSF Component Count Relative Cost Efficiency

BCICO Worst In-between Best Worst In-between
BSC(D ) In-between Worst In-between Best Worst
BCIVM

CO In-between In-between In-between In-between In-between

BCISC(D )
CO In-between In-between In-between In-between In-between

BCISC(D )+VM
CO Best Best Worst In-between Best

Fig. 15. Waveforms of Vgs , Vs , VD of , and VD o for (a) BCICO , (b) BSC(D ) , (c) BCIVM
CO , (d) BCISC(D )

CO , and (e) BCISC(D )+VM
CO .

(middle-lower trace), and across anode–cathode terminals of
diode Do � VDo (lower trace). Fig. 15(a) shows that for the
BCICO prototype, the voltage stresses are higher for diode
Dof (180 V) and equal for the MOSFET (100 V) and diode Do

(100 V). In Fig. 15(b) (BSC(D ) prototype), it can be seen that all

voltage stresses are higher, reaching 125 V for both diode Do

and MOSFET; and 250 V for diode Do2 . Fig. 15(c) of the BCIVM
CO

prototype shows that voltage stresses decrease to 67 V for diode
Do and MOSFET, reaching 125 V across diode Dof . On the
other hand, for the BCISC(D )

CO prototype [see Fig. 15(d)] they
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Fig. 16. Efficiency of topologies for different output powers.

are higher, reaching 75 V for MOSFET and diode Do and 150 V
across diode Dof . The smallest voltage stresses are presented by
the BCISC(D )+V M

CO prototype [see Fig. 15(e)] with 50 V stress
across both MOSFET and diode Do and 100 V across diode Dof .

Fig. 16 shows the measured efficiency of the prototypes eval-
uated experimentally as a function of output power. As can
be seen, the BCISC(D )+V M

CO prototype presents the highest ef-
ficiency, reaching 95.8% at full-load and maintaining an effi-
ciency above 96% from zero to 200 W of load. The second
highest efficiency is achieved by the BCIVM

CO prototype. This
topology provides a 92.73% efficiency at full-load and main-
tains an efficiency above 94% from zero to 150 W of load. The
third highest efficiency is achieved by the BSC(F ) prototype,
with 90.98% efficiency at full-load and maintaining efficiency
above 92% from zero to 150 W of load. The BCISC(D )

CO pro-
totype presents the fourth highest efficiency, with a full-load
efficiency of 90.42% and an efficiency higher than 91% from
zero to 150 W of load. The lowest efficiency is presented by the
BSC(F ) prototype.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper presented and discussed a novel synthesis method-
ology for developing very high step-up dc–dc converters. The
methodology is based on the boost converter with the inclu-
sion of three different voltage step-up techniques: CI; the VM
circuit; and SCs also referred as charge pumps. Aiming to ad-
dress the advantages and limitations for the converters derived
from the proposed synthesis methodology, a comparative anal-
ysis among of some important converters has been carried out.
It comprised aspects such as voltage gain, voltage stress, CSF,
component count, and relative cost. Results from 250 W proto-
types designed according to PV ac-module specifications have
been obtained experimentally to validate the theoretical anal-
yses. The results demonstrate that topology ”CI VM Dickson
charge pump boost converter with cascaded outputs” presents
better performance for the single PV module dc/dc converter
application analyzed in this work. Hence, the combination of

the three studied techniques provides the best trend off on the
comparative analysis carried out in this work.

APPENDIX A

Generalized equations are represented for the converters
shown in Fig. 1.

The rms value of the switch current is given by

Is rms =
√

DCycleIi (1−DCycle)

√

1+
1
12

(
DCycleVi

f L Ii

)2

+ α

(36)
where the input current is Ii = Pi/Vi ; the parameter α is given

by α = 1
2 ( VC 2 −VC 1

RD S (o n ) +RSE e
− D T S

(R D S (o n ) + R S E ) (C 1 + C 2 ) ), or it is zero for
the converters without SCs.

The maximum voltage across the switch is given by

Vs max = Vi(1 − DCycle)
−1 . (37)

From (36) and (37), the SSCSF is calculated from (18).
To calculate the CSF of diodes, the rms value for the diode

currents, disregarding the capacitor discharge, can be given by

ID rms =
√

(1 − DCycle)
Ii

β

√

1 +
1
12

(
DCycleVi

f L Ii

)2

(38)

where β = 2N for the diodes of VM cells; otherwise, β = 1.
On the other hand, the diode currents of SCs are

ID rms = 0.5
(

VC 2 − VC 1e
− D C y c le T S

(R D S (o n ) + R S E )(C 1 + C 2 )

)(
RDS(on)

+ RSE
)−1

. (39)

The maximum voltage of diodes is

Vs max = χVi(1 − DCycle)
−1 (40)

where χ = N for diode Dof ; χ = 2N for diodes of VM cells,
and χ = 1 for the other diodes.

From this, it is possible to calculate the SDCSF using (19).
To calculate the CSF of the inductor, the rms current is given

by

IL rms = Ii

√
1 + 0.33(Δi/Ii)

2 (41)

where Δi = DCycleVi/(f L).
While the maximum voltage of the inductor is

VL max = δVi (42)

where δ = N for the secondary CI and δ = 1 for the primary
CI or inductor.

From this, the SW CSF is calculated using (20).
Finally, to calculate the CSF of capacitors, the rms current is

given by

IC rms = Iin (1 − DCycle)
√

ϕ (ε)−1 (43)

where ε = ND for the capacitors of VM cells and Co and
ε = 1 for the other capacitors while the maximum voltages of
capacitors are

VC max = γVi (44)
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Fig. 17. Other possible variations. (a) BCI2VM
CO . (b) BCI2SC(D )

CO .

where γ = N for the capacitors of VM cells, γ =
NDCycle(1 − DCycle)−1 for the capacitor Co , and γ =
(1 − DCycle)−1 for the other capacitors.

From this, SC CSF is calculated using (21).

APPENDIX B

In Section III-D, the current and voltage stress on components
has been discussed for the five topologies presented in Fig. 1.
Since these converters make use of one, two, or three different
voltage step-up techniques, the component count of each
topology is different from the others. Thus, intending to make
a comparison according to the converters component count,
this section presents two novel circuits both with the same
component count as the CI VM + SC(D) boost converter
with cascaded outputs BCISC(D )+V M

CO [see Fig. 1(e)]. The two

converters are BCI2V M
CO [see Fig. 17(a)] and BCI2SC(D )

CO [see
Fig. 17(b)]. The former is derived from an expansion of the
VM circuit of BCIV M

CO [see (Fig. 1(c)], and the latter is derived
from an expansion of the Dickson SC circuit of BCISC(D )

CO [see
Fig. 1(d)]. Table VII summarizes the main parameters of the
three topologies. It can be seen that the number of switches,
capacitors, diodes, and windings in the CI is exactly the same
for all converters. The static voltage gain for each topology is
also provided. The static voltage gain for the BCI2V M

CO converter
is obtained from (2) by using the parameter kVM = 1.5. Anal-
ogously, the static voltage gain for the BCI2SC(D )

CO converter is
obtained from (8) by using the parameter kCW = 2. Compared
to the static voltage of the BCISC(D )+V M

CO converter, it can be
shown that the converter BCI2V M

CO always achieves slightly
higher value for any given duty-cycle. On the other hand, the
converter BCI2SC(D )

CO only achieves M with higher values, for
duty-cycles between 0.75 and the unity.

Comparing the topologies for the same operating specifica-
tions defined in Section III, the following duty-cycle has been
computed, Dcycle6 = 0.375 and Dcycle7 = 0.583, for BCI2V M

CO

and BCI2SC(D )
CO , respectively. This way, the current and voltage

stresses across the semiconductor devices are evaluated.

Fig. 18. Diagram for the component stress factor.

TABLE VIII
TOPOLOGIES WITH THE SAME COMPONENT COUNT

BCISC(D )+VM
CO BCI2VM

CO BCI2SC(D )
CO

Parameter Fig. 1(e) Fig. 17(a) Fig. 17(b)
No. of switches 1 1 1
No. of diodes 6 6 6
No. of capacitors 6 6 6
No. of windings 2 2 2
Value of constant kVM = kCW = 1 kVM = 1.5 kCW = 2

Static voltage gain M (12)
1+N (3−D c y c l e )

1−D c y c l e

3+N D c y c l e
1−D c y c l e

Fig. 18 shows the CSF of each converter presented in Ta-
ble VIII. It can be seen that the CSF of switches, capacitors,
diodes, and windings in the CI. Comparing the topologies for
the same operating specifications defined in Section III, the fol-
lowing SS CSF have been computed: 1) Total SS CSF = 2.13
for BCISC(D )+V M

CO ; 2) Total SS CSF = 1.16 for BCI2V M
CO ;

and 3) Total SS CSF = 3.39 for BCI2SC(D )
CO . To evaluate

the current and voltage stress across the diodes, SD CSF
have been computed and results are 1) Total SD CSF = 2.88
for BCISC(D )+V M

CO ; 2) Total SD CSF = 8.2 for BCI2V M
CO ;

and 3) Total SD CSF = 4.8 for BCI2SC(D )
CO . The stress

concerning the windings of the CI, the SWCSF have
been computed, yielding in 1) Total SW CSF = 1.85 for
BCISC(D )+V M

CO ; 2) Total SW CSF = 2 for BCI2V M
CO ; and 3)

Total SW CSF = 2.44 for BCI2SC(D )
CO . Finally, to stress of the

capacitor, SC CSF have been computed as 1) Total SC CSF = 2
for BCISC(D )+V M

CO ; 2) Total SC CSF = 1.74 for BCI2V M
CO ; and

3) Total SC CSF = 9.88 for BCI2SC(D )
CO . As it can be seen by

Fig. 18, the BCI2V M
CO converter presents the small SS CSF.

Nevertheless, all the other evaluated factors increase, which
may jeopardize the benefits of it. On the contrary, BCI2SC(D )

CO

presents small SC CSF; meanwhile, BCISC(D )+V M
CO presents

small SW CSF and SD CSF. Thus, it may be concluded that
in general, the stresses are smaller for the BCISC(D )+V M

CO con-
verter. Hence, in spite of adding components to provide the
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same component count to BCIV M
CO and BCISC(D )

CO , the use of
three different voltage step-up techniques still provides best per-
formance concerning the CSF.
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